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A Bible-Honouring Probe into the Gestapo of the Roman Catholic Church

Chris Pinto combines an intro and five of his radio programs of about three
hours  in  total  to  cast  light  on the Jesuit's  ongoing counter-Reformation
plan. The Roman Catholic Church's history and doctrine are studied in the
context  of  prophecy  revealed  by  God  in  the  Holy  Bible  (Authorized
Version). He takes the Reformer's and ancient church's stand, that Rome is
“MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS
AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH”, that great city which rests on
seven mountains and with whom kings of the earth have been made drunk
with the wine of her fornication.

Many  less-known  but  relevant  people  and  events  are  looked  at:  the
Darkley Gospel  Hall  murders  in  Ireland;  a  dancing Indian  Jesuit  (Saju
George) working to bring Hindus under Rome; Jesuit Thomas Reese and
some revealing comments about illegal immigration and the Pope's central
role in interfaith dialogue; the movie V for Vendetta and its Jesuit themes
(Guy Fawkes and the ongoing war against England since the failed 1605
Jesuit  Treason,  the character  V's  fixation with the  old Count  of  Monte
Christo  movie,  a  symbol  of  the  Order's  revenge  after  their  1773
suppression by Pope Clement XIV who was then poisoned).

He is to be commended for helping arm the body of Christ with knowledge
and sound the alarm over ecumenism, the destructive spirit sown the past
fifty  years  by  men  like  Robert  Schuller  and  Billy  Graham  who  have
leavened themselves with Rome.  

There are also insightful Biblical teachings regarding the great millstone of
Revelation and Rome the great stumbling block to the Gospel,  the true
Church  versus  the  secular  Jewish  state  of  Israel,  and  the  Pope  as  the
ultimate flesh-idol of the Jesuits.

***



I) Introduction (~18 min)

Chris takes a contemporary approach by highlighting the growing power
of  Roman  Catholicism in  the  United  States  political  area.  Georgetown
University is mentioned as a Jesuit 'nest' for it is the place of education of
prominent politicians. Two-thirds of the judges constituting the Supreme
Court  of  Justice  are  Roman Catholics  and it  is  pointed  out  all Roman
Catholics must be obedient to the Pope.

For those scoffing at crackpot 'conspiracy' theorists the book of Ezekiel is
mentioned,  where  there  is  a  conspiracy  among the  prophets  [the  basic
definition of conspiracy should be remembered, i.e., usually two or more
people working together to brake a law].

An obvious sign of Jesuit influence are the two sculptures in Washington
D.C. of [anti] Pope Innocent III (1179-1180) and Pope Gregory IX (1227-
1241), both creators of the Inquisition in its wicked forms.    

Chris'  presentation  style  seems  engaging,  professional  and  minimally
affected and his prime goal is to primarily inform the Body of Christ of
what he knows to be Revelation 17 and 18s Whore of Babylon.

II) Jesuits and Power (~60min)

Weighty quotations demonstrating the wickedness of the Jesuit Order: Dr.
Ian Paisley describes them as the 'Gestapo of the Roman Catholic Church';
William Sherman1 as the 'Engineer Corps of Hell' [this was the title of his
book]; President John Adams that the 'Sons of Loyola' are a group out of
any meriting damnation on earth and in hell; and poet John Donne in his
satire [Ignatius,  His Conclave] said Ignatius was kicked out of hell  for
being too wicked!

Malachi Martin's best seller is discussed but Chris astutely bewrays it as a
piece of shrewd propaganda [in true Hegelian-Jesuit form]: Vatican II is
made out to be a betrayal by the Jesuits, yet it is stated ('provable') Vatican
to prophecy as the Whore must be a separate entity to the beast/kings of 

1He was a 32o Mason.



the earth].

II is actually the fulfilment of centuries of Jesuit scheming! This is likely
an allusion to the ecumenical movement which will be headed by the Pope
and right in-line with the 'pope's men'.

A 'divided'  Babylon theory is mentioned, chapter 17 is Rome but 18 is
some sort of giant economic one. Chp. 18, v. 24 reveals they must be the
same one as the Whore is responsible for the blood of saints and prophets.

An appropriate comparison between Revelation 18.21 and Luke 17.2 is
made,  that  Rome  (rampant  with  celibacy-driven  paedophilia)  not  only
harms  little  ones  physically,  but  spiritually  from baptism.  It  is  a  great
stumbling  block  to  the  true  Gospel  of  Christ,  especially  the  direct
persecution of the saints.

Interestingly, it is noted the Vatican nation is not a member of the United
Nations [this remains true 

Billy  Graham is  said to  have been involved in  Ecumenism with Rome
from before his quick rise to fame. His honorary doctorate was conferred
by a  Jesuit  College Belmont Abbey in 1967. Paraphrasing, Billy Graham
said the Jesuit gospel was the same he preached!

Historical patterns between Rome and Hitler's regime are pointed out, e.g.
the wearing of yellow stars by Jews which was required in the Middle
Ages. The bloodthirsty nature of the French massacres at Beziers and St.
Bartholomew, and WWII Serbian Orthodox religiocide in Croatia.

Other conspiracy theorists are referred to in comparing Holocaust deniers
with Inquisition deniers, however those with spiritual discernment are to
know both were true.  The supposed Masonic and Romanist  'conflict'  is
exposed as a fraud given the Masons built the U.S. Capitol, including the
Papal statues! 

Similarly,  Ignatius'  apotheosis in  the Gesu Church shows the pride and
conceit of the Roman Church, how they celebrate their own wicked deeds
and murders by immortalising perpetrators in art. 



Jesuit-Mormon-New  Age  connections  are  made  with  Glen  Beck  ('take
back America movement'). He was trained by Jesuits as a child but is now
involved in the occult.  Likewise,  one Bill  O'Reilly is  a  devout,  austere
Roman Catholic in favour of 'water-board' torture to extract confessions
and save lives. The parallel here is to Inquisition-style torture of 'heretics'
to find more 'heretics'.

Napoleon Bonaparte is also quoted: “The aim of the Jesuit Order is power
in its most despotic exercise. The Jesuits wherever they are will be masters
come  what  may.”  This  may  be  an  allusion  to  his  own  downfall  after
crowning himself rather than allowing the Pope to.

Veiled media references are also made in modern cinema: V for Vendetta
(2005) has a protagonist wearing a Guido ('Guy') Fawkes mask who enjoys
watching old black and white movies. The one being shown is the Count
of  Monte  Christo,  which  really  tells  the  story  of  the  triumphant  Jesuit
Order's return after their unjust dissolution by Pope Clement XIV in 1773.
That movie is set in London, and is prophetic of the anarchy being seeded
to bring England to its knees for deliverance to the Pope. This would be a
fulfilment of the failed 1604 Gunpowder Plot or Jesuit treason. 

Other modern false prophets and Roman sympathisers like Rick Joyner
(Knight of Malta) are mentioned.

The Vatican has the largest and most powerful spy network in the world,
including the CIA!

A popular false conspiracy theory is now being peddled, that Rome is just
a  distraction  having  been   taken  over  by  Wall  Street  bankers,  Jews,
Bilderbergers, etc. (e.g. Texe Marrs, Alex Jones).

The Jesuit  plan is  unfolded succinctly  by referencing German historian
Griesinger in Professor Arthur Noble's  The Jesuits and their Strategy to
Destroy  Britain  (Lecture  at  the  Fourth  EIPS  Seminar):  (i)  stack  the
educational system to indoctrinate the youth; (ii) become confessors to the
rich and powerful; (iii)  acquire vast wealth while adhering to a vow of
poverty [!]. 



III) The Jesuit Order's Influence on the Evangelical Church (~35min)

This section contains interesting primary sources, accusations from Jack
Van Impe against Ian Paisley and rebuttal by Dr. Owen.

Ecumenism and Dominionism theologies are part of the New World Order
unification strategy of Rome. 

The  sole  purpose  of  the  Jesuit  Order  is  to  overthrow  the  Protestant
Reformation as evidenced by their  oath entered into the U.S.  Congress
Library.

Loyola's Spiritual Exercises and New Age teachings are highly correlated.
Rome is behind the multiple versions controversy, the new critical Greek
text being based upon uncial manuscript Vaticanus!

Televangelist Jack Van Impe is played from 1976 at the World Congress of
Fundamentalists,  Edinburgh, accusing Ian Paisley of leading Protestants
into places to 'kill people'  [!] Van Impe couldn't bring himself to speak
against Billy Graham and his Popish leanings.

Dr. Cooke  (personal friend of Dr. Ian Paisley) is interviewed by Chris and
comments on a number of things re: Impe's accusations: the IRA machine
gunning of a Pentecostal Church at Darkley2, ten Protestants being lined up
on their way home from work and shot dead. The Priests buried the IRA
killers but Paisley said these killers needed to brought to justice.

Roman Catholicism's shape shifting nature is pointed out – in America it is
more rational and intellectual however the mystery religion roots are still
there, as evidenced by watching EWTN for an hour!

Billy Graham on Larry King quotes: “The Pope is our friend”, “I'm equally
home at a Roman Catholic church”. 

A good Bible study concludes the section, on idolatry and the unrighteous 

2On 20.11.83 three Church elders were murdered and many wounded as
three  IRA  machine  gunners  sprayed  the  congregation.  See
http://iraatrocities.s5.com/darkley%20massacre.htm .

http://iraatrocities.s5.com/darkley%20massacre.htm


in I Peter leaves no room for ecumenism, or for questioning whether un-
Biblical 'Christians' may be saved. Historically, a defeated king's head was
stomped face down under the victor as a sign of submission and this is
how it will be with Jesus and his enemies. 

In Revelation 19.13, Jesus' dipped robe is not his blood, it is the blood of 
his enemies! 

IV) Jesuit Sophistry and Casuistry (~35 min)

Chris gives basic definitions of these terms which were well known by
Protestants in earlier times as relating to  Jesuits. Sophistry is the use of
words attempting to give a pretence of an answer only, which is in itself
invalid and deceiving. Casuistry is the use of clever but unsound reasoning
relating to moral issues.

An interesting story from Abbot Leone of a rich adulterous woman whose
Jesuit confessor's casuistry enables her to sin, as long as she gives more to
the Catholic Church.

Arminianism ('free-will') and Calvinism ('pre-destination') is mentioned 
with reference to Romans 7.17. After Arminius' visit to Rome he began to 
teach he (Paul) only was a wretched man.3

The Jesuit drive is to 'become all things to all men' and make them subject 
to the Pope. In this they  become masters in many different endeavours: 
cooking, science, education, etc. 

One Indian Jesuit, Saju George is quoted. He is a dancer and explains that 
Hindu worship is dance, this activity liberates the body, therefore since a 
Christian's body is the Holy Spirit dancing helps liberate the Christian.

Lou Dobbs interviewing Jesuit Thomas Reese re: porous Mexican border 
and illegal immigration: “We need a system to let people come here and 
get a visa...there are people born here, American citizens, who are 

3Paul is not excusing himself from sinning, or in a Calvinistic way he had
to sin, rather gives in willingly to its power, which is powerful even on the
Christian. Paul says in the next verse that he still has a (free) will in him. 



illegals.” (Lou Dobbs) “You didn't answer a single question I asked...you 
can do that because you're a Jesuit.”

Chris hits the nail on the head regarding Jesuit strategy: they use the 
perfect shield of philanthropy and charity. After confidence of those on 
power has been won they are able to step up into power. 

V) Rome, The Jesuits and Interfaith (~36 min)

Again Chris spiritually perceives the Jesuit strategy, that the pope is the
'ultimate Jesuit front-man'.

Papal adoration is the worship of a newly enthroned pope by the conclave
of cardinals. Worship in the true sense of the word is deemed appropriate
given the ceremony of Eucharistic adoration, where the wafer is adored as
God.  It  is  noted  Vatican  II  still  upholds  transubstantiation  and  those
holding other views are anathema.

'Quem creant adorant' is the latin phrase of papal adoration which means
'whom we create, we adore'. An interesting parallel to creation is given,
rather than God creating man, man creates a living god, the pope as an
ultimate idol! Creation of gods is rooted in covetousness which is why the
two are the same.

At the general assembly in 1825, Chieri, Italy, the Jesuits stated goal is for
all men to enter into a perpetual door of the their own making, the pope.

Mariolatry has been pushed in the modern Catholic Church, as in the time
of Pope John Paul II  (d. 2005) seeing it would be easier for people to pray
to her than Jesus. Also, secularisation of Jesuit strategy has been chosen
for its effectiveness in bringing about the New World Order. The Great
Seal on the dollar bill and other symbolism is discussed, including Zisca [a
Hussite] and his soldier's shields- they had a chalice symbol (of life) on
them, versus the cross (of death) of Rome. 

Vatican  counter-revelation  and  the  Emergent  Church  are  identical
according to Chris' teachings. The Apostles of this doctrine were Robert
Schuller and Billy Graham, whose hearts must be far from God based on
their fruits.



Jesuit  Thomas  Reese  on  John  Paul  II's  ecumenical  successes:  “It  is
important for good relations and peace, that Muslims, Jews and Christians
learn to work together for peace to do the work of our common father. The
Jews don't have a pope, the Muslims don't have a pope but we Catholics do
have a pope.”

Chris points out the pre-eminence given to the pope in every one of his
meetings with the rich and powerful, being the focal point of power.

A Rabbi's statement of comfort that for the last fifty years the 'new' Rome
has backed off evangelising the Jews is a revealing statement. Catholicism
does not preach the true gospel because it does not believe the Jews need
to be saved! Isaac was the only son of Abraham because he was the son of
promise and the only one God chose to recognise, not Ishmael. Today, the
seed of Abraham are those of the promise (Christians), while the Jews are
the seed of the flesh (Ishmael). 

VI) History of the Jesuits (~20 min)

Political activism versus turning the world upside down, i.e., preaching the
gospel. Ecumenism with Rome and peddling the false history of America.

The  religious  freedom charter  of  the  U.S.  constitution  was  part  of  the
Jesuit plan in allowing Roman Catholicism to be legalised. Georgetown
University  was  soon built  and Catholic  infiltration of  U.S.  politics  has
begun.

J.A, Wylie's History of Protestantism volume is recommended. Chapter I,
Jesuits and the Reformation: “Jesuit plan was to stem and roll-back the tide
of the reformation.” Chris paints the reformation as another world-turning
event,  rather  than  what  is  generally  accepted,  discrete  military-like
Christian sects under Luther, Calvin, etc. conquering parts of Europe.

Jesuistry is linked back to classical philosophy of the Greeks and Romans,
through the first popes. They used many of the same techniques of deceit
[e.g. Donation of Constantine, Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals] and had a form
of  godliness  (e.g.  philosophical  or  spiritual  knowledge),  yet  ultimately
wanted to know God on their own terms.   



It  should  be  clear  to  the  born-again  listener  other  belief  systems  and
conspiracies are smokescreens, the real power has been and still is with
Rome.  As  Biblical  Christianity  continues  to  weaken she  sits  as  queen,
unyielding and on track to bring all under her influence “ad majorem dei
gloriam”. 


